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Abstract: With the rapid development of cloud computing technology, more users are now paying attention to secure and efficient outsourced data mining in cloud computing environment. In this paper, focusing on one of the important data mining tasks, we review existing researches on outsourced association rule mining. We mainly consider three aspects, i.e., privacy protection, result verification and access control of outsourced association rule mining, summarizing the corresponding solutions and analyze their deficiencies. Besides, we propose three future research suggestions. In summary, this paper provides theoretical and technical supports to design secure and efficient outsourced association rule mining solutions.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of cloud computing technology, cloud service providers provide users with powerful and flexible data storage and computing services. Outsourcing data mining tasks to cloud service providers can significantly reduce users' IT costs and improve operation and maintenance efficiency. However, with the increasing requirements of users on the security of cloud data outsourcing, the verifiability of data mining results, and multi-user access control, how to design a secure and efficient cloud data mining security outsourcing scheme is an important issue that needs to be solved urgently in academia and industry.

For example, a large retailer plans to store its merchandise sales data in the cloud server, and uses the powerful computing power of the cloud to perform data mining tasks to discover hidden high-value information. However, due to the uncontrollability of the cloud, the retailer needs to consider the following three aspects when outsourcing data mining: First, the original data and mining results are of high value and may contain the privacy information of customers, so their security needs to be effectively protected; Second, the cloud server may return the wrong mining results due to execution failure, human error or interest factors, so the mining results need to be effectively verified; Third, based on mutual benefit, the retailer may want to realize the data mining of business partners on their outsourced databases, so it needs to carry out effective access control for multiple authorized users.

In view of this, designing an effective outsourcing scheme for cloud data mining security needs to focus on three aspects: data security, verifiability of data mining results and multi-user access control. The existing research work has explored these problems respectively, but there are still some deficiencies. In terms of cloud data security, researchers mainly use protection methods based on data distortion, data anonymity and data encryption. The methods based on data distortion and data anonymity have weak security and reduce the accuracy of mining results since only the original data is disturbed or anonymized. The method based on data encryption usually uses the expensive public key encryption algorithm to design the encrypted computing protocol, so it has low operational efficiency. In terms of the verifiability of data mining results, researchers mainly use general verifiability computing technology and verification technology for specific data mining algorithms. The general verifiability computing technology has a large computational overhead, so it cannot be applied to the outsourcing data mining scenario with complex computation processes. The other kind of method
mainly uses the scheme of falsified sample implantation for plaintext outsourcing data, which solves the problem of association rule mining. K-means clustering outsourcing and other result verification problems, but it cannot be applied to the application scenario of ciphertext mining outsourcing. In terms of multi-user access control, researchers mainly use role-based access control, attribute-based encryption and other technologies to achieve fine-grained access control, but they cannot support ciphertext computing operations, so they are not applicable to the application scenarios of ciphertext mining outsourcing.

To sum up, research on data mining security outsourcing technology under cloud computing environment has important theoretical value and practical significance, which promotes the development of cloud computing technology. In this paper, we focus on one of the important research directions in the field of data mining outsourcing, i.e., secure association rule mining outsourcing in cloud computing environment. We first review existing research works, summarize the schemes and analyze their deficiencies. Based on these analyses, we propose several promising research directions, which may support solving the problem of secure data mining outsourcing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the research works on privacy protection of outsourced association rule mining in Section 2. The existing researches on result verification of outsourced cloud data mining are reviewed in Section 3. We summarize the schemes of access control on outsourced cloud data mining in Section 4. The future research suggestions are proposed in Section 5. At last, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Privacy-preserving outsourced association rule mining

In order to realize privacy preserving of outsourced association rules mining in the cloud, researchers first encrypt the data using alternative encryption algorithm, and put forward a series of solutions[1]-[4]. Wong et al. [1] encrypt the original transaction data through mapping function in their scheme, and implant random forgery items in ciphertext transaction data to enhance the security of the scheme. However, in view of the above scheme, Molloy et al. [5] point out that the forgery items can be removed by calculating the low correlation between the items, so that the high-frequency items can be effectively identified.

In order to improve the security of the scheme, Tai et al. [2] introduced k-support anonymity mechanism while using alternative encryption algorithm, so as to ensure that the support of each item is at least similar to that of other k-1 items. Similarly, Giannotti et al. [3] proposed the k-privacy approach in their scheme, which requires each item set to be indistinguishable from other k-1 item sets with the same size, thus enhancing the effect of data privacy protection.

In order to ensure the security and efficiency of the scheme at the same time, Li et al. [4] proposed a symmetric homomorphic encryption algorithm and a secure comparison protocol. They designed a secure outsourcing scheme for association rule mining by combining the replacement encryption algorithm and the cryptographic hash function. Although the scheme has high operational efficiency, it requires the data owner to stay online and participate in the mining process during its execution. In addition, Wang et al. [6] pointed out that the homomorphic encryption algorithm proposed in the above literature [4] is not secure, and the attacker can solve the key if some clear ciphertext pairs are known. Although the above research works [1]-[4] can protect data privacy to a certain extent, none of them can achieve semantic security of ciphertext, so they cannot effectively resist chosen plaintext attacks.

In order to realize the semantic security of ciphertext data, Lai et al. [7] designed a secure outsourcing scheme for association rule mining using predicate encryption algorithm [8] and dual-system encryption method [9]. The scheme effectively protects the privacy of the original data and the mining results, and provides a method to verify the correctness of the mining results. However, because the scheme uses a fixed ciphertext for each item, it cannot effectively resist frequency analysis attacks. In addition, the scheme has a high computational overhead, which reduces its practicality on large databases.

Considering the different requirements of users for data privacy protection, Yi et al. [10] used distributed ElGamal encryption algorithm [11] to design three security outsourcing schemes for association rule mining with different security levels. In this work, the author first uses the Plaintext Equality Test (PET) [12] method to design the first solution, which does not have the true support of the hidden itemset, so it cannot effectively resist the background knowledge attack. By adding the forged transaction data to the ciphertext database, mixing it with the real transaction data using ElGamal re-
encryption and random shuffling, the authors realize the hiding of the itemset support in the second solution. However, this solution cannot completely hide the original transaction data, so the third solution with higher security is proposed to solve this problem. Although this work can better analyze and solve the privacy protection problem in outsourced association rule mining, it requires at least two cloud servers to cooperate in mining, which has a high communication overhead.

By using a fully homomorphic encryption algorithm \cite{13}, Liu et al. \cite{14} proposed two secure outsourcing schemes for association rule mining, and used $\alpha$-pattern uncertainty method to enhance the effect of privacy protection. However, since the cloud server cannot directly compare the homomorphic ciphertext in this scheme, users need to stay online and participate in the calculation during the outsourcing mining process, resulting in additional computing overhead. In addition, each element in the binary transaction matrix is encrypted separately in this scheme, which requires a large computational overhead in the subsequent ciphertext calculation.

In order to improve the efficiency of outsourced mining, Imabayashi et al. \cite{15} designed a secure outsourcing scheme for association rule mining by using BGV homomorphic encryption algorithm \cite{16} and ciphertext packaging technology SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) \cite{17}. By packaging multiple groups of plaintext data into one ciphertext, the scheme realizes efficient parallel operation, thus significantly improving the operation efficiency. However, the scheme also requires the data owner to stay online for decryption and comparison operations, which affects the applicability of the scheme.

Aiming at the secure outsourcing of association rule query, Qiu et al. \cite{18} used two homomorphic encryption algorithms, Paillier \cite{19} and BGN \cite{20}, to design three outsourcing schemes with different security requirements. However, similar to other schemes that use public key encryption algorithms, the above schemes require large computational overhead and thus have low operational efficiency. Considering the application requirement of multiple users using different keys, Liu et al. \cite{21} designed a secure outsourcing scheme for association rule query using BCP encryption algorithm \cite{22} with additive homomorphism and double decryption mechanism. However, this scheme assumes that all the query users can obtain the master decryption private key, which causes a large risk of key disclosure and affects the security and practicability of the scheme. Wu et al. \cite{23} proposed an efficient user-offline privacy-preserving frequent itemset query scheme using YASHE \cite{24} and Paillier \cite{19} homomorphic encryptions. This scheme protects transaction database with semantic security, preserves mining privacy and resists frequency analysis attacks. Besides, the scheme is efficient by performing inherent parallel computations using ciphertext packing technique SIMD \cite{17}.

Based on the aforementioned analyses, the existing researches on privacy protection of outsourced cloud association rules mining mainly used alternative encryption algorithms, data anonymity mechanisms, symmetric homomorphic encryption algorithms and public key homomorphic encryption algorithms. These schemes are usually unable to meet the realistic requirements of high security, efficiency and accuracy of outsourced cloud association rule mining, or require users to participate in the online computing processes, which affects the practicality of the schemes. Therefore, it is worth to analyze the nature and performance of ciphertext operation using different encryption algorithms. Then, researchers should select appropriate encryption algorithm, design interactive ciphertext secure computing protocol, and build a more secure and efficient privacy protection outsourcing scheme for cloud association rule mining.

3. Result verification of outsourced association rule mining

In the verification of outsourced frequent itemset mining results, the following two requirements should be realized: First, all frequent itemsets returned are true and frequent, and their corresponding support degrees are correct, guaranteeing the correctness of the results; Second, all frequent itemsets are in the returned mining results, that is, to ensure the integrity of the results. Wong et al. \cite{25} proposed a result verification method for outsourced frequent itemset mining. The basic idea is to ensure the correctness and integrity of mining results with a high probability by implanting forged itemsets in the original database. However, this method assumes that the cloud server does not have the relevant background knowledge of the outsourced database, that is, it cannot distinguish between the real itemsets and the forged itemsets. Therefore, it cannot effectively resist the inference attacks based on background knowledge.

In order to resist inference attacks, Dong et al. \cite{26} proposed a method to construct artificial frequent and infrequent itemsets based on real transaction data. They designed a verification scheme for
outsourced frequent itemset mining, which is suitable for large-scale mining outsourcing application scenarios. However, this method requires users to save part of the verification data locally and participate in the calculation process of result verification, which affects the practicability of the scheme. Similarly, Liu et al. [27] designed a probabilistic verification method by constructing artificial frequent and infrequent itemsets, and used data perturbation to achieve a weak privacy-preserving level for outsourced frequent itemset mining.

In order to improve the accuracy of result verification, Dong et al. [28] proposed a method of deterministic result verification based on cryptography. They constructed Merkle hash tree as the data structure of result verification, and designed intersection verification protocol to judge the correctness of returned results. However, the computational efficiency of this method is low. The computational overhead of generating result verification evidence is equivalent to the search space of frequent itemset mining processes. Based on their previous work, Dong et al. [29] enhanced their probabilistic approach and deterministic approach, also designed verification methods for data and mining update circumstances.

Rong et al. [30][31] proposed a verifiable and secure outsourced frequent pattern mining protocol using Shamir’s secret sharing scheme by leveraging the redundancy of cloud servers. This solution does not construct fake item or generate cryptographic proofs, which could resist frequency analysis attacks under semi-honest threat model. However, the performance of verification depends on the number of cloud servers, which inevitably requires more cost for the users.

To efficiently verify the results of outsourced frequent itemset mining, Zhang et al. [32] proposed a light-weight metamorphic-based scheme by constructing a set of metamorphic relations, which defines the relation among source and follow-up transaction databases and itemsets. However, this scheme requires extra storage for follow-up datasets, as well as more communication between users and cloud servers. Similarly, Hong et al. [33] proposed a solution to check the frequent itemset mining results by designing five new metamorphic relations, which also introduces more operation costs for the users.

Recently, Zhao et al. [34] introduced Paillier homomorphic encryption to perform privacy-preserving outsourced frequent itemset mining. To verify the mining result, they also added artificial itemsets in the transaction database using the technique proposed in [25], and achieved frequency analysis attack resistance by adopting the algorithm proposed in [3]. Chen et al. [35] used the BLS signature [36] to perform verifiable privacy-preserving association rule mining, which simultaneously achieves security and verification, but also requires more computation overheads.

Based on the above research results, the existing cloud data mining outsourcing results verification schemes mainly adopt artificial itemsets implantation, cryptographic proofs construction, metamorphic-based method, Shamir’s secret sharing and BLS signature. These schemes achieved the verification of result correctness and integrity, but still have some shortcomings, such as being unable to efficiently perform verification on encrypted transactions, unable to support the dynamic update of the outsourced database, and have relatively high computation costs on the user side. Therefore, to achieve secure outsourced association rule mining, an efficient verification method for encrypted data mining results should be built, which must support the dynamic update of the outsourced encrypted database and reduce the authentication calculation cost of the user side.

4. Access control of outsourced cloud data mining

With the continuous development of new technologies in the field of cryptography, researchers have proposed a series of ciphertext-based access control schemes, including traditional PKI Based ciphertext access control model, Identity Based Encryption (IBE) based ciphertext access control model, Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) based ciphertext access control model, etc. The basic ideas of these models are similar, while they use different cryptographic systems in data encryption, key management and distribution.

In the traditional PKI based ciphertext access control model, the data owner first encrypts the data using the symmetric encryption algorithm, then encrypts the symmetric key using the public key of each authorized user, and uploads the encrypted data and encrypted key to the cloud. Then, the authorized user can decrypt the symmetric key using his private key, and then decrypt the plaintext data. However, this method has the following disadvantages: (1) The data owner needs to obtain the public keys of all authorized users and carry out corresponding key encryption, resulting in high computing overhead and key management costs. (2) With the increasing number of authorized users, the storage
cost of cloud key ciphertext will increase significantly; (3) When it is necessary to revoke the user's access right, the data owner needs to re-select the symmetric key, and repeat the encryption and ciphertext upload tasks, which brings great computing and communication costs.

In view of the shortcomings of the ciphertext access control model based on traditional PKI, researchers propose an identity-based ciphertext access control model \([37]-[38]\), which realizes flexible access control by taking the identity of authorized users as their legitimate public keys. In this model, the data owner can encrypt the data directly by using the authorized user's ID, thus reducing the cost of key management and key encryption. However, this model still requires the data owner to manage the list of authorized users and related information, which cannot achieve fine-grained access control requirements.

In order to effectively improve the flexibility of ciphertext access control and further reduce the cost of key management, Sahai and Waters et al. designed a fuzzy identity-based encryption mechanism by introducing the concept of attributes, forming the prototype of attribute-based encryption. After that, researchers divided the attribute-based encryption algorithms into two categories, namely Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE) and Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE), and carried out a lot of research works \([39]-[43]\), which achieve fine-grained access control. In addition, for the research of ABE-based access control, academics have carried out in-depth exploration in the aspects of user permission revocation \([44]\), access policy verifiability \([45]\), ABE decryption outsourcing \([46]-[48]\), etc., which effectively improve the applicability of the scheme and reduce the computing cost of the client.

Based on the above research results, the existing ciphertext access control schemes are mainly applied to the application scenario of cloud storage and achieve fine-grained access control policies. These solutions effectively secure the privacy of data and ensure the controllability of cloud ciphertext data, and significantly reduce the computing overhead and key management cost of cloud users. However, the existing ciphertext access control schemes still cannot directly support the needs of cloud outsourced ciphertext computing, and cannot effectively solve the practical problems of multi-user outsourced data mining access control. Therefore, researchers should design secure and efficient ciphertext access control schemes based on the characteristics of specific data mining tasks on outsourced encrypted cloud database.

5. Future research suggestions

By reviewing existing research works, there are still many problems to be solved in the secure outsourcing of association rule mining in the cloud computing environment. Here, we consider three aspects of outsourced data mining, i.e., data security, mining results verification and multi-user access control, and try to provide some future research suggestions.

To improve the privacy protection of outsourced association rule mining, researchers may consider the characteristics of full-homomorphic encryption algorithm and the mechanism of ciphertext parallel computing. Specifically, based on Apriori association rule mining algorithm, combined with the privacy protection requirements of cloud ciphertext data mining, the mining calculation process could be broken down into multiple steps, such as frequent itemset calculation, itemset connection, itemset pruning, strong association rule calculation, mining result decryption. The privacy protection requirements of different steps should be analyzed, and the corresponding secure computing protocol framework should be designed. Next, for the detailed analysis of the computing operations involved in association rule mining, the original data could be encrypted using semantically secure homomorphic encryption algorithm to support basic ciphertext arithmetic operations. It is proposed to use ciphertext packaging technology to package the plaintext data to support efficient parallel ciphertext computing operations. Besides, the non-collusive two-cloud model could be used to design interactive secure computing protocols to support each computing step of ciphertext association rule mining. Finally, considering the overall computing process of outsourced association rule mining, researchers should design interfaces of different secure computing protocols, then combine them into a complete privacy protection scheme of outsourced cloud association rule mining.

To achieve effective result verification of outsourced cloud data mining, researchers may consider the requirement of dynamic update of ciphertext database, as well as the generation and implantation strategy of ciphertext forgeries. Specifically, researchers should first analyze the nature of the forged sample and its influence on the results of association rule mining. They should also figure out the probability of successful result verification after implantation of the forged sample. The construction of the forged samples could be combined with the statistical regularity of frequent itemsets in association
rule mining. The knowledge of graph theory could be used to reduce the computational cost and improve the reliability of the result verification. Next, researchers could analyze the structural characteristics of the ciphertext outsourcing database, find advantages and disadvantages of horizontal and vertical implantation of forged samples in the ciphertext database. Researchers should also consider the influence of different minimum support thresholds and other parameters on the structure and number of forged samples. Based on these analyses, the technology of ciphertext location mask could be used to realize the dynamic update of forged samples. Then, the ciphertext mining results after implantation of forged samples should be analyzed. Finally, researchers could design an efficient verification scheme for the correctness and integrity of outsourced association rule mining results.

To perform efficient access control of outsourced cloud data mining, researchers may consider the requirements of multi-user fine-grained access control by using attribute-based encryption and proxy re-encryption. Specifically, researchers should first analyze the access control requirements of multi-user outsourcing situation, estimate the impact of complex computing operations of access control, and design a fine-grained outsourced association rule mining access control framework. Next, the characteristics of the original ciphertext data and the intermediate calculation results should be analyzed. Then, researchers could use the proxy re-encryption technology to convert the ciphertext, and construct the corresponding proxy re-encryption key generation method, which is utilized to realize the conversion of the ciphertext mining results for specified users. On this basis, the key encapsulation mechanism using attribute-based encryption could be utilized to achieve efficient key management. Finally, using these suggested technologies, researchers could build a fine-grained access control scheme for outsourced cloud association rule mining.

We hope these research suggestions are useful to improve the security, efficiency and verifiableness of outsourced cloud association rule mining, as well as providing some theoretical and technical support for solving the problem of secure data mining in outsourced cloud computing environment.

6. Conclusions

This paper focused on reviewing existing research works of secure outsourced association rule mining in cloud computing environment. We summarized and analyzed three aspects of this research direction, i.e., privacy protection of outsourced association rule mining, result verification and access control of outsourced cloud data mining. We also proposed some future research suggestions, which might be useful to build secure and efficient schemes of outsourced association rule mining. For future work, we plan to extend our research on other secure outsourced data mining tasks under more practical scenarios.
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